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Numa Debuts NumaRead Important Image Workflow Tools at SNM Meeting
San Diego, June 3, 2006—Numa, Inc (Amherst, NH), the nuclear medicine connectivity
company, debuts at the Annual Meeting of the Society of Nuclear Medicine (SNM)
NumaRead™, an innovative tool that enables translation of images from non-DICOM to
DICOM format, while automating migration of PET, Nuclear Medicine, Nuclear
Cardiology and related data stored on older, removable archiving media to modern
online storage.
New NumaRead streamlines transfer of archived data maintained on such
inefficient, aging media as CD, MOD and DAT tape to more sophisticated storage
including NumaStore online RAID, DVD and other long-term archives including PACS.
The solution is fully automated for maximum efficiency and offers both an automatic
mode for transfer of all stored data as well as a manual mode with query/retrieve for
migration of select files.
For sites that wish to maintain their current older archives, the manual mode also
may be used to streamline location and access of pre-existing studies on removable
media for comparison with new images. Files may be automatically forwarded to
another network location for viewing. NumaRead has an easy-to-use Windows interface
and logs all operations.
The new device also supports automated translation of entire image libraries
from proprietary format to DICOM to enable easy and reliable access, management and
communication.
“Today affordable high-capacity archiving media have opened a new world of
possibilities in fast and efficient storage, “said Lawrence Smith president of Numa.
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“NumaRead is a particularly timely introduction today as many facilities are upgrading
storage media and the demand for efficient, accurate data migration is great,” The
device will be available for direct sale to end users, leasing for specific data migration
projects as well as for sale to OEMs.

About Numa
For over fourteen years, Numa has been the leader in nuclear medicine
connectivity and system integration, with solutions that deliver enhanced throughput,
efficiency and productive workflow.
Numa meets specific needs in nuclear medicine, nuclear cardiology, PET and
PET/CT for image management, archiving, multi-vendor connectivity, DICOM modality
worklist management, and secure file transfer throughout the department, enterprise
and beyond.
The company plays a vital role in over 1,100 nuclear medicine departments
worldwide. Using both DICOM standards and proprietary formats, Numa products offer
reliable performance, backed by professional support. The company’s advanced
solutions are available directly through Numa and distributors to both end users and
OEMs. Visit their website at www.numa-inc.com.

